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176. Raza deRazin - Secret of Secrets. "Moreover (lit. 'and') you shall provide (lit. 'behold') out of all the 

people" (Shemot 18:21). "This is the book of the generations of Adam" (Beresheet 5:1), which is to say this 

book is from those books that are sealed and are profoundly deep. Rabbi Shimon said, I have raised my 

hand in prayer to the One who created the world. Even though in this scriptural verse, the ancient ones 

revealed higher hidden things, yet we must further study and ponder the secrets of the book of Adam, as 

from that point continues the secret book of King Solomon. 
 

177. "This" indicates that everything is dependent on it. "This" is the Tree of Life. "This", and there is 

none other to reveal. "This," is as it is written, "This month shall be to you the beginning of months," 

(Shemot 12:2). "This" refers to Nissan and no other month. 
 

178. It is this book that we contemplate to reveal the generations of man. A tree that reveals the 

generations of Adam that will bear fruit, to bring them out into the world. "This is the book" from which 

may be known the concealed and profound wisdom that was transmitted to the First Man in the shapes 

of people. This wisdom was transmitted to King Solomon, who inherited it and wrote it in his book. 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

~Meditation for AYIN-BET (The 72 Names of God) 42. MEM YUD KAF – Revealing the concealed, Guardian angel, Mikael, "God-like" 

You bring forth the powers of observation to see the truth … and the courage to handle it! 

Yesu says, “He who seeks, let him not cease seeking until he finds; and when he finds he will be 

troubled, and when he is troubled, he will become amazed, and he will reign over everything.” 

  |-Gospel of Thomas, saying #2 


